### Description

**Description of problem:**
When a template is locked, I am not able to edit any of its fields in the WebUI and all the fields on the Inputs tab are greyed out, except Value Type and Resource Type if Value Type is "Search". I see no reason for this inconsistency.

**Steps to Reproduce:**
0. Have a Satellite with some locked template with some inputs, at least one of type "Search"
1. Monitor -> Report Templates -> <template> -> Inputs

**Actual results:**
Most of the fields are greyed out but not Value Type and Resource Type

**Expected results:**
All the fields should be consistently greyed out

### Associated revisions

Revision bc69987f - 11/11/2020 01:26 PM - Marek Hulán
Fixes #28214 - Disable all locked template input fields

Some template input fields were not properly disabled for locked templates, causing different UI for different fields

### History

**#1 - 11/07/2019 11:11 AM - Ondřej Pražák**
- Category changed from Statistics to Templates
- Subject changed from In a locked template, (only) "Value Type" field is not greyed out to In a locked template, (only) "Value Type" field is not greyed out

**#2 - 02/05/2020 07:34 PM - The Foreman Bot**
- Assignee set to Marek Hulán
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7418 added

**#3 - 05/20/2020 01:23 AM - The Foreman Bot**
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to New
- Pull request deleted (https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7418)

**#4 - 05/22/2020 06:48 AM - The Foreman Bot**
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7684 added

#5 - 11/11/2020 01:26 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#6 - 11/11/2020 02:01 PM - Marek Hulán
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/bo69987f2bc4e80c740ef8dddecf4d300a11e62c6.

#7 - 11/15/2020 02:51 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 2.3.0 added
- Fixed in Releases deleted (2.4.0)